Blurring the boundary of entering a room

TRANSITION STUDY

By widening up the BORDERS dividing ROOMS of various DEGREES of BODIES IN MOTION, the entering body perceives an AWARENESS of its ACTION

SKETCH: TRANSITION INTO A ROOM

ENTERING A ROOM
The blurred boundary between changing stations of motion are articulated through metal screens framing a secondary corridor or entrance area to the rooms.

The transparency of the metal lath screen allows the body to see through a glass wall beyond into the actual room. Through blurring the borderline openness and vanishing divisions between functional and circulation spaces is achieved.
ZONES OF TRANSITION IN A Dance SEMINAR

are articulated by change in MATERIALITY and COLOR. The PERFORMING SPACE in front of the mirror is UNDERLINED by the selection of a WOODEN FLOOR and the height of the SUSPENDED CEILING. The ZONE OF ENTERING following the entrance door is used as ORIENTATION and RELAXATION ZONE, and the flooring material changes into CONCRETE. The WINDOW ZONE forms spaces of study for the PERFORMING BODIES and follows the same rules regarding materiality as the ZONE OF ENTERING.
VIEW INTO THE DANCE SEMINAR TOWARDS THE GLASS FACADE
A ROOM
FLOOR PLAN FOURTH LEVEL: LEVEL OF THE LIBRARY AND THE LECTURE HALL

1 Dance Seminar  2 Tutor’s Office  3 Rest Rooms  4 Muscle Toning  5 Relaxation  6 Balcony  7 Common Room
8 Library  9 Lecture Hall  10 Administration  11 Front Desk  12 Information Desk

RENDERING OF STEEL RAILING TRANSFORMING INTO CONCRETE FOLDING OF FLOOR SLAB
THE STUDIO THEATER

is located on the top floor overlooking the residential district towards Harvard University. The scenery of the stage is the surrounding. The visitor will see as background the sunset over Harvard University. In the night the performance can also be seen from the outside. The dancers are floating over the city.
THE BRICK SCREEN

projects a variety of light spots into the rooms.
The brick layers are arranged in different periodically repeating directions to produce a wide range of light spots. The depth of the stone wall produces a sharp directed light shade. The closed brick facade transforms into the transparent bright and smooth glass facade.
FLOOR PLAN FOURTH LEVEL: LEVEL OF THE LIBRARY AND THE LECTURE HALL

1 Dance Seminar  2 Tutor’s Office  3 Rest Rooms  4 Muscle Toning  5 Relaxation  6 Balcony  7 Common Room
8 Library  9 Lecture Hall  10 Administration  11 Front Desk  12 Information Desk
LIGHT: BRIGHTNESS AND DARKNESS

STUDY OF LIGHT ENTERING A ROOM

RENDERING FACADE: VIEW FROM READING GARDEN

THE FACADE
MOMENTUM

FLOOR PLAN FOURTH LEVEL: LEVEL OF THE LIBRARY AND THE LECTURE HALL

THE BRICK WALL

In the Lecture Hall is lighted by the rays of the western sunlight. A narrow opening allows the light to penetrate. As the sun travels the ray moves along the wall till it highlights the surface of the uneven brick layer wall.

Photographs of ray of light moving along a wall and lighting up a rough surface structure.
entrance situation from MT Auburn Street
STAIRWAYS TO THE RESTAURANT LEVEL
Night impression of the atrium
CONCLUSION

The design process depends on a careful analysis of the city as a place of movement. Many individual frequencies of existing movement and patterns can be transformed through a design process into a composite frequency. The collective movements converge on an overall flux from which architectonic derivatives can be extracted. These derivatives, primarily linear entities, form the principal framework for a building that replies to the specific motion of this particular site.

The proposal attempts to include all invisible sub frequencies, and aims to articulate the main frequency of this place in the city.

A physical phenomenon, a piece of art, a theoretical issue, can be translated into architecture. However, it requires the clear definition of rules which differentiate ordered substances from the relative chaos and transform it into fragments of architecture as a possibility for a form.
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